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1. From the files Ian found, Luke realized that his parents believe him or didn’t believe him?
   His parents didn’t believe him.
2. What did Ian call Mr. Radford?
   Mr. Rat-face
3. Rapaport concluded that it was time for J.J. to leave L.A. after J.J. did what?
   He drove his father’s Harley through a gallery window.
4. How did J.J. travel to Guam?
   He flew on his father’s private jet.
5. How did Ian learn about using a rain hat and a sail?
   He had seen a Discovery Channel show about Shipwrecks.
6. Why did Will and his sister get sent to the Charting a New Course Program?
   They fought all the time.
7. Why did Luke get sent to the Charting a New Course?
   A friend had put gun in his locker.
8. What happened right before the explosion ignited the ship?
   Will’s towel fell down the engine hatch.
9. To survive the cabin top what did each person need to do?
   Take turns in the shark-bait position
10. Why did Ian get sent on the Charting a New Course Program?
    He watched too much television.
11. What did JJ think after the captain died and Mr. Radford disappeared?
    He thought it was all faked as a test.
12. What happened while Luke, Lyssa, and Will were swabbing the deck?
    Lyssa swung her mop at Will’s head.
13. What did Luke do when he found Will clinging to a piece of deck?
    Luke swam with Will to the cabin top.
14. What did Captain Cascadden do after Luke tried to stop JJ from raising a sail in the storm?
    Captain Cascadden accidentally raised the mainsail.
15. How did Luke think the cabin top had reached the island?
    He believed a dolphin had pushed it.
16. What team was Charla on in school?
    The swim team
17. What did Mr. Radford call most people?
    He called them Archie and Veronica.
18. What happened after JJ dragged a yellow suitcase from the cargo hatch?
    He accidentally inflated a life raft.
19. What did Lyssa do that cause the crew to cheer?
    She rebuilt the engine and it started.
20. What was forbidden at Charting a New Course Program?
    Computers
21. What was the legend that Captain Cascadden told Luke?
    The moon’s halo predicted a coming storm.
22. What happened to the Captain after the mainmast snapped?
    Captain Cascadden was pitched into the ocean.
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23. According to the Captain, what was the most important instrument in the cockpit?
   The blower switch for airing out the engine room.

24. Why was Mr. Radford enraged with JJ?
   JJ jumped from the mainsail rigging into the sea.

25. According to Mr. Radford, why was it important to close the head’s valve?
   It kept seawater from sinking the boat.

26. Even though Ian had hallucinations, what did he point out?
   He pointed out an invisible whale.

27. What does Captain Cascadden call a bed?
   Berth

28. What was the order of the instructions on the wall of the bathroom?
   Open valve, pump three times, close valve, pump three times, duck

29. What time did Mr. Radford order the boys to go to bed on their first night on the Phoenix?
   2145 hours

30. When the crew of the Phoenix first saw the storm coming, what did Will say he would do if the storm passed?
   Keep his room clean.

31. What did Ian say pushed them to the beach of the island while on their raft?
   He thought the wind had pushed them.

32. What did Luke and Charla want to play with on the raft to keep them busy?
   Luke wanted a Gameboy or a deck of cards. Charla wanted a piece of string to play cat’s cradle with.

33. What was Luke allergic to when he was a baby?
   Milk

34. How long was the Phoenix?
   60 feet